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P
lanning a trip to Tokyo?

The know-alls who
haven’t been there tell
you to take a sack-load
of money. They warn

you: a coffee will cost $12 . . .
breakfast $50 . . . your hotel room
will be the size of a shoebox and
gouge your credit card like there’s
no tomorrow.

So let’s bust that myth right
from the start. Tokyo is NOT an
expensive city to play tourist. I’ll
qualify that — it’s actually cheap
if you are a smart traveller.

Yes, chances are the hotel room
will be on the small side; but do
your homework and so, too, will
your bill.

On a recent week-long visit my

digs, food and drinks bill was
about $800, leaving plenty of spare
money for sightseeing and classy
souvenirs (love my boot-shaped
beer glass from the Ginza’s
historic Lion Beer Hall).

Being Tokyo-cash-savvy starts
way before you get off at Narita
Airport; the internet (or a
clued-up travel agent) is your best
friend here.

I was looking for a clean,
reasonable, transport-friendly
hotel in the Shinjuku area and a
Google search of hotels came up
with the Toyoko Inn
(www.toyoko-inn.com) brand.

They are kind of the Best
Western of Japan, with hotels
throughout the land.

I checked with a friend living in
Japan and he gave me the thumbs
up — “clean, friendly but basic —
a great business traveller’s hotel”.

I booked six nights, using their
simple-to-follow online system,
for about $550. Coupled with a
Singapore Airlines Perth-
Singapore-Tokyo-Perth fare for
just over $700 and I was set for a
Tokyo break that, so far, wasn’t
going to bust the bank.

Next, I looked at the logistics of
getting from Narita Airport (it’s
about 70km from Tokyo proper)
to Shinjuku and my hotel in
Kabuki-cho.

Only the foolish opt for a taxi
from Narita; in peak hours kiss
goodbye to about three hours’ and

— gulp — $400 for the fare. No,
the train was the way to go and the
Narita Express (N’Ex) in
particular. It whisks you right
from Narita into town in 90
minutes.

But there is more. Head down
to the Japan Rail office at the
airport, present your passport and
you can get a nifty one-card-
fits-all for both the N’Ex and to
use on Tokyo’s mind-bogglingly
efficient subway system.

Only foreign passport holders
can get the card, which is valid for
10 years. For Y3500 ($44.50) you
get a souvenir card that can be
“topped up” at special subway
vending machines (in yen, cash
only).

No mucking around trying to
get tickets on the subway; you just
swipe your card at a station exit
and it automatically deducts the
fare.

So, now I’m set. The only
trouble is check-in time at most
hotels (Toyoko Inn included) is
late afternoon and my flight gets
into Narita at 8am, so I have a few
hours to kill.

No problem; Narita Airport has
a magnificent food hall and I find a
New York bagel shop and hunker
down for fresh bagels and coffee.

As the N’Ex takes 90 minutes to
reach Shinjuku station I figure the
10.30am train is the way to go.

Dead on 10.30, the
super-smooth N’Ex glides out of
Narita, whisking past rice paddies
and the “country” before Tokyo’s
urban tendrils begin to change the
landscape.

With about 22 million living in
the greater Tokyo/Yokohama area,
this is one big, big city.

The next challenge is navigating
my way out of Shinjuku station to

find the hotel; I’ve a map
(courtesy the Toyoko Inn website)
but as Shinjuku station alone is
about the size of Adelaide, this
proves harder than I had
anticipated.

Shinjuku’s west side is
skyscraper city and home to the
Tokyo “suits”; the east side, where
Kabuki-cho lies, is party central,
home to literally thousands of
small bars, “hostess” clubs,
restaurants and scores of hotels
(many of which take bookings by
the hour). It has, by Japanese
standards, a slightly seedy image
but unless you go looking for
trouble it is very unlikely to go
looking for you.

Somehow I get lost in the
station’s maze of underground
shops and come out the
“corporate” side of Shinjuku.

With the weather unseasonably
warm, and lugging 27kg of
luggage, my humour starts to
dissipate but eventually I spot a
sign to the local city hall; and my
map shows the Toyoko Inn just a
bit further up the road from that.

By now it’s about 2pm and
check-in isn’t till 4pm but as I fill
out the reception card the girl at
reception politely insists I join
their “frequent visitor club”.

It’s just Y1200 (about $15), so I
relent. My photo and details are
taken and within a couple of
minutes she presents my
membership card.

“Now you are a member,” she
says smiling, “you are entitled to
early check-in and a discount.”

This is unexpected indeed but
immediately my room rate drops
from about $90 a night to just over
$60. I imagine this happening in
Australia and quickly dismiss such
a ludicrous thought.

So, an hour earlier than normal
check-in, it’s into my room on the
10th floor.

The room isn’t big but has
self-contained toilet (heated seat
and various “cleaning” options

included), flat-screen TV, a
magnificently comfortable bed and
a deep, deep bath, which is just
the ticket after 14 or so hours of
non-stop travelling.

I take a soak, grab the “happy
coat” robe hanging up and crash,
not taking too much notice of the
view over Shinjuku’s back lots,
and fall into that I’ve-been-stuck-
in-an-aeroplane-for-too-long
sleep.

I wake about 8pm and pull back
the curtain to see the view
transformed; before me is a
dazzling technicolour tableaux of
pulsating signage, the brilliant
neon signature of Kabuki-cho
entertainment district.

It’s time to plan my Tokyo
sightseeing, setting aside a day and
night for a couple of business
appointments. There’s a lot to
cram in just four days.

Sightseeing tips
So you have a few days in Tokyo,
or maybe just a day’s stopover on
the way to other parts of Asia or
even the US. What is worth
seeing?

More to the point, what’s worth
seeing without cutting into your
hard-earned holiday/visiting cash?

The best way to get bearings is
from above, and the Tokyo
Metropolitan Government lookout
in Shinjuku (www.metro.tokyo.jp/
ENGLISH/TMG/observat.htm) is
the best value for money — it is
free.

You get panoramic views of the
city from the 45th floor, and it is
open until 11 at night. On a clear
day, you’ll even glimpse the
magnificent cone of Mt Fuji.

For a taste of old Tokyo, catch
the subway to Asakusa, a quaint
suburb dominated by the Senso-ji
Temple. Surrounding the temple
is the Nakamise-dori shopping
“arcade”, scores of outdoor
market-like shops selling
everything from vintage Japanese
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Tokyo on the cheap
The tourism motto of Japan’s capital city is
is So Old. So New. So Tokyo. But as
Norman Burns discovers, you can add So
Cheap and So, So Interesting as well.

Odaiba’s Statue of Liberty replica.


